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Abstract

 Background—Cerebral pressure passivity (CPP) in sick newborns can be detected by 

evaluating coupling between mean arterial pressure (MAP) and cerebral blood flow measured by 

NIRS hemoglobin difference (HbD). However, continuous MAP monitoring requires invasive 

catheterization with its inherent risks. We tested whether heart rate (HR) could serve as a reliable 

surrogate for MAP in the detection of CPP in sick newborns.

 Methods—Continuous measurements of MAP, HR, and HbD were made and partitioned into 

10-minute epochs. Spectral coherence (COH) was computed between MAP and HbD 

(COHMAP-HbD) to detect CPP, between HR and HbD (COHHR-HbD) for comparison, and between 

MAP and HR (COHMAP-HR) to quantify baroreflex function (BRF). The agreement between 

COHMAP-HbD and COHHR-HbD was assessed using ROC analysis.

 Results—We found poor agreement between COHMAP-HbD and COHHR-HbD in left 

hemisphere (area under the ROC curve (AUC) 0.68) and right hemisphere (AUC 0.71). Baroreflex 

failure (COHMAP-HR not significant) was present in 79% of epochs. Confining comparison to 

epochs with intact BRF showed an AUC of 0.85 for both hemispheres.

 Conclusions—In these sick newborns, HR was an unreliable surrogate for MAP required for 

the detection of CPP. This is likely due to the prevalence of BRF failure in these infants.

 Introduction

Brain injury is a major long-term consequence of critical illness in the newborn and young 

infant. In infants with unstable systemic hemodynamics and loss of cerebral pressure 
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autoregulation, cerebral hypoperfusion and reperfusion are important mechanisms of injury. 

Cerebral pressure passivity (CPP) has been shown to be prevalent in high risk newborns,(1) 

has been associated with brain injury, (2) and is currently impossible to predict accurately 

with routine bedside monitoring.

To date, the ability to monitor infants continuously for the emergence of CPP has been 

complicated by several factors. The major obstacle continues to be the lack of a reliable, 

non-invasive technique for continuous blood pressure (BP) measurement. Indwelling arterial 

catheters are used for invasive BP monitoring in some, but not all, critically ill infants. This 

relates to the technical challenges of catheter placement, particularly in the smallest 

premature infants, and the risk of infection, hemorrhage and regional ischemia. (3, 4) Non-

invasive techniques for continuous BP monitoring have been applied successfully in adults, 

but have not found widespread application in newborns. (5, 6) Thus, the lack of a reliable 

surrogate for continuous invasive BP monitoring remains a significant impediment for CPP 

monitoring in infants.

In healthy, mature subjects, changes in MAP are associated with opposite changes in heart 

rate (HR) mediated through the baroreflex. (7) HR changes are easily and non-invasively 

measured by continuous cutaneous ECG recordings. The NIRS hemoglobin difference 

(HbD) signal has been shown to be highly correlated with cerebral blood flow in animal 

models. (1, 2, 8, 9) In previous high-risk newborn populations we (2) and others (10) have 

used the coherence between changes in mean arterial pressure (MAP) and HbD to identify 

CPP. In the current study we use previously acquired datasets from studies in which 

critically ill preterm and term infants underwent invasive arterial BP monitoring, to test the 

hypothesis that the coherence between HR and HbD will reliably predict the coherence 

between MAP and HbD, allowing HR changes to serve as a reliable surrogate BP changes 

for detecting CPP.

In the current study our objectives were to quantify coherence (COH) between MAP and 

HbD (COHMAP-HbD) to study CPP, between HR and HbD (COHHR-HbD) for comparison 

and between MAP and HR (COHMAP-HR) to quantify baroreflex function (BRF) (i) to test 

the hypothesis that measurements of HR are a reliable surrogate (interchangeable) for 

changes in MAP when monitoring for CPP in critically-ill infants, and (ii) to evaluate the 

effect of the BRF on the ability of HR to serve as a surrogate for MAP when monitoring 

CPP.

 Results

 Clinical

In this study we included data from 82 infants ranging from 23 to 41 weeks of GA. These 

infants were studied during a broad spectrum of critical illness, and were representative of 

cases in which CPP might be prevalent. Specifically, 43 subjects were term infants 

undergoing therapeutic hypothermia for neonatal encephalopathy; (11) 19 newborns with 

congenital heart disease prior to corrective surgery; 12 premature infants undergoing surgical 

PDA ligation, and 8 premature infants in the early postnatal period. The duration of each 

study varied between 2 to 90 hours. The clinical characteristics of these subjects are given in 
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Table 1. The median postnatal age at the onset of study was 0.79 days. Pressor-inotrope 

support was required in 34 infants, and 38 had respiratory failure requiring positive pressure 

ventilation, for either all or part of the study period. Brain injury was diagnosed in 25 

infants, and 9 infants died prior to intensive care unit discharge. There was no significant 

difference in the variance of the MAP measured from peripheral artery from 13 infants and 

the variance of the MAP measured from umbilical artery in similar age group infants 

(p>0.05).

 Cerebral Pressure Passivity

There were a total of 19165 10-minute epochs from all of the studies. Of those, 3295 epochs 

(17%) on the left cerebral hemisphere and 3438 (18%) on the right cerebral hemisphere 

showed significant COHMAP-HbD. These epochs served as gold standard to test agreement 

between COHMAP-HbD and COHHR-HbD. There was no correlation between significant 

COHMAP-HbD (pressure passivity) and COHHR-HbD with GA at birth (p>0.05).

 Comparison of MAP and HR in detecting CPP

In Figure 1, we show the agreement between COHMAP-HbD and COHHR-HbD. The 

comparison was poor in both the left (Figure 1a) and right cerebral hemispheres (Figure 1b). 

The results of the ROC analysis, sensitivity, specificity, and area under the curve (AUC) are 

0.47, 0.81, 0.68 and 0.54, 0.78, 0.71 for the left and right hemispheres, respectively.

 Baroreflex analysis

Only 3935 epochs (20.53%) had intact BRF as defined by COHMAP-HR criterion. When we 

confined our comparison to these epochs, the agreement between COHMAP-HbD and 

COHHR-HbD improved significantly (AUC=0.85). The results of this comparison during 

intact BRF epochs are displayed in Figure 1c and Figure 1d for left and right hemispheres, 

respectively. A COHHR-HbD cut-point value of 0.26 and 0.27 for left and right cerebral 

hemispheres respectively had a sensitivity of 0.74 and specificity of 0.8 for defining coherent 

COHMAP-HbD.

Finally, we sought to evaluate, whether degree of HR variability could identify epochs of 

intact BRF. To answer this question, we studied the relationship between HR spectral power 

and COHMAP-HR. The cut-point for HR variability that distinguished coherent COHMAP-HR 

epochs from non-coherent epochs was 6.85 beats/minute which had a sensitivity, specificity, 

and AUC of 0.6, 0.7 and 0.69, respectively (see Figure 2).

 Discussion

Reliable monitoring for CPP would be a major advance toward the prevention of brain injury 

in critically ill newborns. (1, 2, 12, 13) Currently, the continuous integration of BP and 

cerebral measurements needed to detect CPP is impeded by the lack of non-invasive 

continuous BP monitoring techniques in the newborn. (6, 14, 15) The significant infectious, 

hemorrhagic, and thrombotic risks of indwelling arterial catheters are a serious concern in 

these fragile infants. (16–21) In this study, we explore the reliability of non-invasive HR as a 

surrogate for invasive MAP in monitoring for CPP. Not surprisingly we show that when the 
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BRF is intact, HR changes are a reliable surrogate for MAP changes. Conversely, when BRF 

is impaired, HR cannot reliably be used to evaluate CPP. Unfortunately, in this broad 

spectrum of critically ill newborn infants, we show an almost 80% prevalence of impaired 

BRF. The high prevalence of impaired BRF in these infants suggests an inability to maintain 

a stable cardiac output and further emphasizes the urgent need for continuous MAP 

monitoring in sick infants. (22–24) Our results suggest that HR spectral power <6.85 beats 

per minute may be a marker for impaired BRF, indicating a need for invasive MAP 

measurements to allow for reliable CPP monitoring.

A recent study quantified the association between HR and cerebral tissue oxygenation index, 

using a time domain metric. (25) Based on the correlation between HR and both tissue 

oxygenation and Doppler flow velocity, their findings suggest that HR may be a reliable 

indicator of systemic hemodynamics. The reasons for discrepancy between the two studies 

are not immediately clear. However, there were several important methodological 

differences. In our study, we tested how reliably COHHR-HbD would predict COHMAP-HbD in 

every 10-minute window of data, instead of metrics averaged over the entire study period, as 

in Mitra et al. (25). Furthermore the time domain metric used was not assessed for its 

statistical significance. In contrast, we used a mathematically derived threshold to assess the 

statistical significance of coherence.

We are unaware of previous studies evaluating HR as a surrogate for BP in young infants. In 

adults with unilateral carotid obstruction, HR has proved to be a reliable surrogate for BP in 

the study of CPP. (26) This study differed in several important ways from ours. First, this 

was a mature and relatively stable population, unlike our subjects with systemic immaturity 

and critical illness. Second, the adult study used a paced-breathing paradigm over three 

minutes, and analyses were confined to the respiratory frequency. (26) In fact, most previous 

studies of BRF in mature populations have made point measurements in time to characterize 

HR responses to pharmacologic, (27), Valsalva, (28) or neck-chamber, (29) pressure 

perturbations. Typically, these techniques would produce a sigmoid (S-shaped) curve from 

which the BRF is defined using the linear region of the curve. (30) These techniques are 

neither feasible nor suitable for the fundamental goal of our work, which is to develop 

continuous monitoring of hemodynamics in critically ill newborns. Hence, in this work we 

used transfer function analysis of spontaneous MAP and HR changes to assess the BRF in 

sick infants, an approach used previously in other studies. (26, 31, 32) Furthermore, transfer 

function analysis has correlated well with BRF assessments using pharmacological 

perturbations. (7, 27) Point measurements of BRF are not useful for continuous monitoring 

of sick infants, given the fluctuating nature of systems control (such as cerebral pressure 

autoregulation) (1) and the changing clinical nature of critical illness. Perhaps not 

surprisingly, our study of critically ill infants shows a high prevalence of BRF impairment, 

contradicting our premise that MAP changes would be reliably reflected in the HR signal. 

This impaired BRF may be attributable to failure of the underdeveloped parasympathetic 

arm of the autonomic nervous system. (7, 33)

The threshold of 0.3842 used for COHMAP-HbD may be too stringent for COHHR-HbD. The 

weak COHHR-HbD may be due to one or more of the following reasons: there are other 

possible technical reasons for the failure of HR changes to serve as a reliable surrogate for 
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changing MAP when monitoring for CPP. One possibility is that the power of HR variability 

may have lacked that of MAP variability, thereby precluding the COHHR-HbD reaching 

significant level during CPP. Further, latency between the signals has shown to affect the 

coherence estimation. (34) The impulse-response latency between MAP and HR is longer in 

premature infants and shortens with maturation. (7) Because of these factors, we derived a 

new threshold for the COHHR-HbD using ROC analysis. As anticipated, COHHR-HbD 

required a lower significance level compared to the COHMAP-HbD to study CPP.

In addition, there are numerous intrinsic and extrinsic factors that can further affect BRF in 

sick newborn infants. These include vasoactive medications, (35), hypothermia, (36), and 

pre-existing brain injury. (37) The influence of such factors on BRF is beyond the scope of 

this study given our heterogeneous population.

Our work has several limitations. The BP measurements made using umbilical artery have 

been shown to be more reliable than that measured using the peripheral artery. Since, our 

work relies on the temporal nature of changes in the BP rather than the absolute values, we 

have included infants with peripheral arterial BP in our study. We have used HbD as a 

marker of cerebral blood flow in our work. Although controlled human and animal studies 

have validated the relationship between cerebral blood flow and NIRS measurements, it is 

valid only if oxygen extraction is constant. If the extraction is variable, then this assumption 

may not hold true. But the extraction is unlikely to change significantly in the relatively brief 

10-minute epochs. Since the primary goal was to test how reliably COHHR-HbD could 

identify 10-minute epochs with known significant COHMAP-HbD, we considered each 10-

minute epoch as independent and used ROC analysis for the comparison. The effect of high 

intra-subject correlation and the possible inflation of BRF dysfunction from records of 

longer durations from sick infants might have influenced our results, which we have not 

adjusted for in our report. Our goal was to test the ability of HR to serve as a surrogate for 

BP in sick infants over a broad range of GA. Even though we have shown that our results are 

independent of GA, we have not adjusted for clinical variables such as medications and 

clinical conditions (such as congenital heart disease), which may have affected our results.

In summary, we tested the hypothesis that continuous HR measurements could serve as a 

surrogate for invasive BP in the development of continuous CPP monitoring devices. Data 

from a broad spectrum of critically ill newborns failed to support this hypothesis. The 

primary reason for this is the unexpectedly high prevalence of autonomic impairment, with 

baroreflex failure. Our study highlights the risk of potentially injurious impairment of 

systemic hemodynamics regulation in this high-risk population. The high prevalence of 

impaired BRF in this retrospective study emphasizes the need for prospective studies of the 

autonomic nervous system in critically ill newborns.

 Methods

In this study, we included data collected as part of a number of studies on brain development 

in critically ill newborns. Informed written consent for neuromonitoring during periods of 

critical illness was obtained from the parent of each participant, and the studies were 

approved by the Children’s National Health System Institutional Review Board in all 
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original studies. We acquired continuous BP (69 umbilical artery line and 13 peripheral 

artery (12 radial and 1 tibial)) and ECG measures from the analog port of the bedside 

monitors (Philips Intelli Vue MP-70, Andover, MA). Cerebral oximetry was obtained from 

the left and right fronto-temporal regions using NIRS (NIRO 200, Hamamatsu Photonics, 

Hamamatsu City, Japan). All of the signals were acquired in analog format and digitized 

simultaneously at 1 KHz using Labview 2011 Professional version (National Instruments, 

Austin, TX) software. The physiological signals were stored in a computer and analyzed off-

line.

ECG was filtered between 0.5–60 Hz, the R-wave was identified reliably using the Hilbert 

transform approach (38) and the HR was calculated. Using continuous BP monitors, systolic 

and diastolic pressures were computed, and the MAP was calculated as the linear 

combination of one third of systolic and two thirds of diastolic pressures. HR and MAP were 

interpolated to derive continuous evenly spaced samples using spline technique. All 

calculations were done using MATLAB (Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA). Data were then 

partitioned into 10-minute epochs. The decision to parcellate the datasets into 10-minute 

epochs is based on the fact that the impulse-response time for cerebral pressure 

autoregulation ranges from 5–20 seconds. (2) Therefore, to reliably quantify this function we 

aimed to include at least 30 cycles in our calculation, which required approximately 10 

minutes of data. We have developed and validated an automated artifact detection/rejection 

program. Periods of missing MAP (e.g., arterial blood sampling or transport of the NICU) 

were removed from the analysis. In earlier work, we proposed a modification to the 

coherence analysis technique (39) that reliably deals with non-stationarities in the signal 

caused by artifacts. We used the modified coherence approach in this work and calculated 

coherence between MAP and HbD (COHMAP-HbD), between HR and HbD (COHHR-HbD) 

and MAP and HR (COHMAP-HR). In these ways we have reduced the vulnerability of our 

data to artifact.

COHMAP-HbD was quantified in the frequency band 0.05–0.25Hz. (2, 39) COHMAP-HbD 

above a pre-defined threshold of 0.3842 was considered statistically significant and defined 

as CPP. (39, 40) To test our primary hypothesis, i.e., that HR changes would be a reliable 

surrogate for changes in MAP, we then quantified COHHR-HbD for each epoch using the 

same frequency. We used ROC analysis to compare the agreement between COHMAP-HbD 

and COHHR-HbD and identified the optimal COHHR-HbD that would demarcate pressure 

passive epochs with COHMAP-HbD >0.3842 and epochs with COHMAP-HbD≤0.3842.

To evaluate the influence of BRF integrity on our findings, we quantified BRF as 

COHMAP-HR. BRF was considered intact if COHMAP-HR in the 0.05–0.25Hz band was 

greater than 0.3842. (39) We then compared the agreement between COHMAP-HbD and 

COHHR-HbD only for the epochs with intact BRF. Finally, we sought to further characterize 

the BRF by determining the critical HR spectral power that signifies intact BRF.

For each subject, we calculated the percent time the COHMAP-HbD was greater than the 

threshold of 0.3842, which was defined as pressure passivity index (PPI) in our earlier work. 

(1). We studied the Pearson’s correlation between PPI and GA at birth.
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Spectral power is related to the variance of the signal. Using t-test, we compared the 

variance of the BP measurements made using peripheral artery in 13 infants to the variance 

of BP measurements from umbilical artery in infants in the same age group. A value of 

p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Figure 1. 
Results of testing the ability of HR to serve as a surrogate for MAP to detect CPP from all 

epochs are shown in a) for left hemisphere, b) for right hemisphere. For the comparison 

confined to intact BRF epochs, the results are shown in c) and d) for left and right 

hemispheres, respectively. The specificity, sensitivity, AUC and optimal COHHR-HbD 

(Threshold) that delineated the coherent COHMAP-HbD epochs from non-coherent ones, are 

as follows (Specificity, Sensitivity, AUC, Threshold): a) (0.81, 0.47, 0.68, 0.23) b) (0.78, 

0.54, 0.71, 0.21) c) (0.8, 0.74, 0.85, 0.26) and d) (0.8, 74, 0.85, 0.27).
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Figure 2. 
Result of the comparison of spectral power of HR between intact BRF (coherent MAP-HR) 

epochs and non-intact BRF (non-coherent) epochs. The specificity, sensitivity, AUC, and the 

HR spectral power that demarcated intact BRF epochs from non-intact epochs are 0.7, 0.6, 

0.69 and 6.85 beats per minute, respectively.
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Table 1

Clinical data (n=82)

Clinical Characteristic Median [range] or Number (Percentage)

GA at birth, in weeks 38 [23 -- 41]

Post-natal age at study, in days 0.79 [0.14 51]

Male (n, %) 34 (41)

Inotropic support (n, %) 34 (41)

Invasive ventilator support (n, %) 38 (46)

Brain injurya (n, %) 25 (30)

Died (n, %) 7 (9)

a
18 diagnosed using magnetic resonance image and 7 diagnosed using ultrasound
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